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Jenny is a popular, ambitious and passionate editor with a lovely personality which makes
her very easy to work with. She has a particular knack for cutting comedy – her great sense
of timing combined with a strong creative edge makes her perfect for this type of work.
She enjoys all editing, particularly comedy or narrative driven work and she is also a great
choice for cutting promos.

Credit list
“Meet the Richardson’s” A fictional window into the frustrated marriage of Jon
Richardson and Lucy Beaumont, who play exaggerated versions of themselves in their home
and work lives, surrounded by their celebrity friends and their Hebden Bridge neighbours.
Second Act for Dave.
“Taskmaster” Series 10, episodes 2, 5 & 8. As the Taskmaster, Greg Davies sets a series of
stupefying tasks to a group of comedians with Alex Horne assisting as his right hand man,
coaxing the hopeful champions to show their creative competitiveness.
Avalon for Dave
“Cuckoo” Series 4. 1 x 60mins. Brilliant comedy sitcom series with Greg Davies and Helen
Baxendale.
Roughcut Television for BBC One and BBC3
“The League of Gentlemen” 3 x 60min. Mark Gatiss, Steve Pemberton, Reece Shearsmith
and Jeremy Dyson revive their cavalcade of curious characters for three special episodes,
celebrating the 20th anniversary of this popular black comedy which follows the lives of
dozens of bizarre townspeople that reside in eerie Royston Vasey.
BBC for BBC2
“Crackanory” Imagine if Jackanory was set free from its childish shackles. What twisted,
funny stories would it unleash? Each episode contains two 15 minute tales and is a master
class in storytelling, combining some of the UK’s best comedy writers and performers.
Tiger Aspect for Dave.
“Our Ex Wife” A brilliant scripted comedy with Robert Webb, Melanie Lynskey and
Victoria Hamilton. Jack has finally found real happiness with new wife-to-be Sara but his
crazy ex-wife and mother of his kids Hillary is determined to destroy it…
Directed by Ben Taylor.
BBC 2
“Changing Channels” A series of short humorous clips made my re editing the BBCs most
iconic programmes with hilarious results. Written & produced by Adam Kay.
BBC 3 online
“Jonathan Pie EU Referendum Special” UK News reporter Jonathan Pie brutally honest
views on the EU Referendum. Satire and politics.
Whizz Kid Entertainment for YouTube with over 1.2m views and 24k shares on facebook.

“Bring the Noise” 8 x 60min. A bold and fresh mid-week comedy-entertainment series with
unmissable live musical performances from chart-toppers, celebrity guests and comedians.
TwentySix03 for SKY One
“Impractical Jokers” 6 x 30min. An upbeat comedy show that uses hidden cameras to
record the action. The joke is very much at the expense of the presenters who are four
comedians competing with each other to carry out crazy dares and awkward challenges.
Yalli Productions for Comedy Central UK
“It’s a Funny Old Week” 4 x 30min. Jason Manford takes an look at the week's news in this
ITV show. Jason tackles the big issues from international political crises to bus stop disputes
and refuses to take any of them seriously.
ITV
“Through the Keyhole” VT’s for comedy panel show hosted by Keith Lemon.
Talkback for ITV2
“Drunk History” 1 x 30min episode. The series shows A list talent re-enact historical
events with hilarious drunken incoherent narration. Co-editor.
Tiger Aspect for Comedy Central
“Backchat” VT’s for comedy studio series hosted by Jack Whitehall and his Dad with
celebrity guests.
Tiger Aspect for BBC3
“Alex Zane’s Funny Rotten Scoundrels” 5/8 x 60min. Hosted by Alex Zane, this series
brings one of London’s newest, coolest stand-up comedy nights to TV.
Alaska for London Live
“The Perfect Morecombe and Wise” 5 x 30min, in addition to the Christmas Special.
A collection of the very best sketches, songs and comedy routines from the much-loved Eric
Morecambe and Ernie Wise.
BBC 2
“Bad Teeth” Celebrity-stuffed sketches, satirical swipes at Internet culture, collaborations
and web parodies.
Hat Trick Productions for YouTube
“The Support Group” 4 x 5min of sitcom series sponsored by Domino’s Pizza, based on a
group of office mates who love their football banter.
Bwark for the Internet
“Walk on the Wild Side” 5 x 30min comedy sketch show. Voices by Issy Suttie,
Jon Richardson amongst others, combined with natural history footage.
BBC for CBBC
“Meet the Parents” Comedy/reality hidden camera show in which a boyfriend has to
survive an evening with his girlfriend's family, who, unbeknown to him, are played by
actors. VT’s and exec changes. Objective for E4
“Class Dismissed” 1 x 30min comedy panel show pilot looking at class issues, hosted by
Frank Skinner. BBC2
“Alison Jackson’s Review” 1 x 22min comedy about celebrity lookalikes in compromising
positions. October Films for Sky Arts
“The British Comedy Awards: The After Show Party” Following on from The British
Comedy Awards, Lauren Laverne and Rick Edwards join the biggest stars in comedy at the
after awards party. Unique Productions for E4

“Changing Channels” 2 x 15min comedy clip show pilot hosted by Ardal O’Hanlon.
Produced and written by Adam Kay and James Farrell. BBC1
“Comics Choice” VT’s with Jo Brand, Jessica Hynes and Lee Mack. A companion series to
The British Comedy Awards. Hosted by Bill Bailey where he interviews comedy stars about
their favourite shows and people. Unique Productions for Channel 4
“For the Win” 1 x 22min surreal comedy sketch show pilot directed by John William
Hopkins and produced by Matt Stronge. BBC3
“So...” 1 x 22min pilot comedy written by John Dale and Tara Newley. A debauched
surreal comedy starring Joan Collins about the people working at a celebrity magazine
called ‘So’. NewleyDale Ltd
“The British Comedy Awards 2011“ Comedy show where the UK’s top comedic talents
come together to celebrate the triumphs of the past 12 months. VT’s for the ‘best of’
Awards. Unique Productions for Channel 4
'One Night in Powder' Borat style mockumentary starring Jason Attar as Kevin Powder on a
quest to re-birth Studio 54 in Dalston.
One Light Productions – distribution at Festivals and available on iTunes.
*Best Comedy at the London Independent Film Festival*
“The British Comedy Awards Nominations Show” Nomination, comedy show presented by
Jonathan Ross which includes some of the greatest comedy clips and interviews with the
biggest names in comedy from 2010. Quests reveal who they think deserve to take home
the awards. Unique Productions for Channel 4
“NewzHack” 1 x 15min pilot for a comedy series. Animated mock news / clip show from
the producers of Russell Howard's good news. Produced and written by James Boakes and
Bill Matthews.
Factual Entertainment / Entertainment / Quiz
“Wild Things” 6 x 60 family entertainment series featuring couples undertaking a range of
challenges on a gigantic woodland obstacle course. A surreal and side splittingly funny
concoction of giant woodland creatures, bickering couples and pots of gold!
IWC for Sky 1
“Don’t Tell the Bride” A series in which the groom must choose every detail of his
wedding, from venue to cake to wedding dress. Renegade for BBC 3
“7 Envelopes” 2 x 30min location based game show pilots. 7 contestants are all given an
envelope containing a token for varying amounts of money ranging from 1p to £10K. Do
they open their envelope or trade it for a mystery prize? Voiceover driven.
Riverdog Productions for Watch.
“Paul O’Grady: For the Love of Dogs- series 1 & 2” 7 x 22min factual entertainment, an
award-winning, BAFTA nominated show, laugh (and cry) as Paul O’Grady tells the heartbreaking, hilarious, uplifting stories of Battersea dogs. ITV
*Winner of National Television Award – Factual Entertainment Category*
“The National Lottery Show” VT packages for popular prime time family entertainment
studio show. Endemol for BBC1
“Paul O’Grady’s Animal Orphans” 1 of 3 x 60min in a documentary series following Paul
O'Grady meeting orphaned wild animals who are being hand reared by humans in Africa.
Shiver for ITV1

“Know Your Own Mind” 1 x 15min pilot. A popular science and psychology show using
hidden camera pranks. Maverick for BBC3
“RedBull Bedroom Jam 2011” VT’s for the live final and highlights package to begin the
show documenting their journey through the whole event to the final.
“Battlefront – The Bella Special” Series following battlefront campaigners as they try to
change the world! Bella’s campaign was to bring awareness to autism. Presented by Miquita
Oliver. Raw Productions for T4

Other

“Rose” In this horror feature starring Sophie Rundle and Matt Stokoe, a young couple living
alone in the woods must contend with a life-altering illness that manifests itself in a violent
and terrifying way. Rose’s disease is a vampiric, parasitic thirst for blood. As her hunger
grows, all humanity seems to give way to a feral violence that harms both her and those
around her. The pair’s love strains under the burden of Rose’s illness, and it is only a
matter of time until the secluded life that they have built is upended entirely.
Directed and Edited by Jennifer Sheridan
Produced by Bone Garden Films, Mini Productions, The Development Partnership and Great
Point Media
“My Camp Rock 2” Second series, 5 episodes. Singing competition based on the Disney
Original Movie, Camp Rock. It follows 4 finalists from the first series develop their
performance skills. Unique for the Disney Channel
“The Gruffalo-The Making Of.. ” A book adapted into a 30min animated film following a
mouse’s walk through the woods encountering various animals, including a gruffalo. The
feature describes the gruffalo’s anatomy whose favourite food happens to be each animal.
MagicLight Pictures for BBC1

Promos / Virals
“Go Diego Go” Promos for the children’s cartoon TV series which features an 8 year old
boy, Diego Marquez, who helps animals in danger, mainly in the rainforest. It is a spin-off of
Dora the Explorer. Nickelodeon for Nickelodeon/Nick Jr
London Fashion Week Online promos x 33
Elizabeth Arden New Autumn Make up range online video
Battle Front 'The smile Campaign' Call to action online video
Adidas 'All in' PR stunt online video Paris 3D projection
Sandals 'Brides Blog' Online Viral/ video for Sandals resort
Soft & Gentle Match the fragrance Online video/ promo
Ford Sync 'Jimmy Carr + Jay Leno' viral/ online video
Xbox Kinect 'You are the controller' Guess the action competition: TV spot- top and tails as
well as online promos.

Music Videos
‘‘Livingstone: Go” Featuring clips from the film ‘Chalet Girl’ starring Bill Nighy and Bill
Bailey. Crossday Productions
‘‘B.A.R.R.Y’’ by Working for A Nuclear Free City. Independent
‘‘The Public: OiYeah’’ Hundreds of people from the public record one song together in one
studio at different times. With mixes by Anne Savage. Iffy Records
‘‘Don’t Weigh Me Down’’ by Broadcast 2000. Directed by David Beazley.
Groenland Records
‘‘Make It Mine’’ written and performed by Jason Mraz. Directed by Jennifer herself.
Atlantic Records

